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Abstract
In this short note, we complete a proof of Bergman’s centralizer theorem
for the free associative algebra using generic matrices approach based on our
previous work [1].
1 Introduction
Let k be a field and k〈Z〉 := k〈z1, . . . , zs〉 be the free associative algebra over a field
k with non-commuting variables in Z. G. Bergman proves in [2] that the centralizer
C of a non-scalar element f in k〈Z〉 is isomorphic to k[t], the ring of polynomials in
one indeterminate over k.
Up to our knowledge, there, no new proofs has been appeared after Bergman [2]
for almost fifty years. We are using a method of deformation quantization presented
by M. Kontsevich to give an alternative proof of Bergman’s centralizer theorem. In
our previous works [1, 4], we got that the centralizer is a commutative domain of
transcendence degree one.
The claim in the abstract of our previous paper [1] was quite imprecise, because it
just reproves and claims a part of Bergman’s centralizer theorem that, the centralizer
C is a commutative domain of transcendence degree one. For us, it was the most
interesting part of the proof of the Bergman’s centralizer theorem.
However, L.Makar-Limanov notified us (and we are gratefull to him) few weeks
ago that by opinion of specialists the other part is of much more importance and
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much more difficult to prove than the first part. However, according to our approach
this part is easier. But in order to satisfy them, by using generic matrices reduction,
we provide the proof of the fact that C is integrally closed. Then we are done since
we have that any integrally closed subalgebra of k[t], other than k, is of the form
k[y] by using Lu¨roth theorem [5]. Using generic matrices reduction, the proof of the
second part is much shorter than the Bergman’s original proof (but it uses invariant
theory instead). However, we use a proposition of Bergman [2] (refer to Proposition
4.3).
In fact, our proof based on the quantization in the previous paper [1] obtained
that centralizers are commutative domain of transcendence degree one over the
ground field of characteristic zero. However, in this work, our proofs are based on
the characteristic free instead of very rich and advanced P. Cohn and G. Bergman’s
noncommutative divisibility theorem, we use generic matrices reduction, the invari-
ant theory of characteristic zero by C. Procesi [7] and the invariant theory of positive
characteristic by A. N. Zubkov [9, 10] and S. Donkin [11, 12].
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2 Algebra of generic matrices
Let n be a positive integer, and let {x
(ν)
ij |1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, ν ∈ N} be independent
commuting indeterminates over k. Then
Xν := (x
(ν)
ij ) ∈Mn(k[x
(ν)
ij ])
is called an n × n generic matrix over k, and the k-subalgebra of Mn(k[x
(ν)
ij ]) gen-
erated by the Xν is called the algebra of generic matrices and will be denoted by
k{X}. The algebra of generic matrices is a basic object in the study of the polyno-
mial identities and invariants of n× n matrices.
Now let Fs := k〈z1, · · · , zs〉 be the free associative algebra over the ground field
k on the indeterminates z1, · · · , zs.
Consider the ring of the generic matrices of the free associative algebra Fs as
above with Xν = {X1, · · · , Xs}, s ∈ N, some n × n matrices with entries {x
(ν)
ij }
independent central variables.
There is a well-known fact of T -ideal.
Proposition 2.1. A T -ideal is a completely characteristic ideal, i.e. stable under
any endomorphism.
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In other words, Let h be an endomorphism of the free associative algebra Fs
(over s generators), and let Is be the T -ideal of the algebra of generic matrices of
order s. Then we have h(Is) ⊆ Is for all s by definition of Is. Hence h induces an
endomorphism hIs of Fs modulo Is. If h is invertible, then hIs is invertible, but the
converse is not true. For proof cf. [16].
For interested reader who wants to get some more information about the T -ideal
we refer to Definition 5.3. of [14] and the computations afterward.
As we have seen already in [1], there is a canonical homomorphism π from the
free associative algebra to the algebra of generic matrices:
π : Fs → k{X} := k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉.
There is an important property of the homomorphism π which is as follows and
we will use it frequently:
An element f in the free associative algebra is in the kernel of the map π, if and
only if f vanishes identically onMn(R) for every commutative k-algebra R, and this
is true if and only if it vanishes identically on Mn(k).
We denote by f the image of the homomorphism π of the element f ∈ Fs \ k.
Let Frac(Fs) be the Field of fractions of the free associative algebra Fs. We already
proved that the centralizer C := C(f ;Fs) of f ∈ Fs\k is a commutative k-subalgebra
with transcendence degree one in our previous paper [1] for Bergman’s centralizer
theorem [2]. Let Frac(C) be the quotient field of C, then it also have transcendence
degree one.
We specialize to the algebra of generic matrices of order n = p, where p is a big
enough prime number. In our previous paper [1](Lemma 2.3), we proved that if n
is big enough, we can embed C into generic matrices of order n.
We shall use the following useful proposition in the algebra of generic matrices
by Amitsur [3].
Proposition 2.2. The algebra k{X} of generic matrices is a domain.
The reason why we choose a prime number instead of an arbitrary big enough
integer is that the algebra of generic matrices is a domain and hence it has no zero
divisors due to Amitsur. (Refer to [3], Theorem V.10.4 or [4], Theorem 3.2.) So, we
can have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. Let k{X} be the algebra of generic matrices.
a) Every minimal polynomial of A ∈ k{X} is irreducible. In particular, A is
diagonalizable.
b) Eigenvalues of A ∈ k{X} are roots of irreducible minimal polynomial of A,
and every eigenvalue appears same amount of times.
c) The characteristic polynomial of A is a power of minimal polynomial of A.
There is an important open problem well-known in the community.
Problem 2.4. Whether for big enough n, every non-scalar element in the alge-
bra of generic matrices has a minimal polynomial which always coincides with its
characteristic polynomial. This is an important open problem. For small n, Galois
group of extension quotient field of center of algebra of generic matrices might not
be symmetry. But it still unknown for big enough n.
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From above Proposition 2.3 c), for n = p, a big enough prime, we can obtain
following corollary.
Corollary 2.5. Let k{X} be the algebra of generic matrices of a big enough prime
order n := p. Assume A is a non-scalar element in k{X}, then the minimal poly-
nomial of A coincides with its characteristic polynomial.
Proof. Let m(A) and c(A) be the minimal polynomial and the characteristic poly-
nomial of A respectively. Note that deg c(A) = n, and c(A) = (m(A))k. Because A
is not scalar, hence degm(A) > 1. Since n is a prime, k divides n. Hence k = 1.
Let us here remind the following fact:
Proposition 2.6. Every matrix with the same eigenvectors as a matrix A commutes
with A.
Proof. Let A,B ∈ Mn×n(k) and having n eigenvectors meaning that the have n
linearly independent eigenvectores. And since A and B are n × n matrices with
n eigenvectores, then they both are diagonalizable and hence A = Q−1DAQ and
B = P−1DBP, for Q and P are matrices whose columns are eigenvectors of A
and B associated with the eigenvalues listed in the diagonal matrices DA and DB
respectively. But A and B according to the hypothesis, have same eigenvectors and
hence P = Q =: S. And hence A = S−1DAS and B = S
−1DBS and so AB =
S−1DASS
−1DBS = S
−1DADBS and in a same way we have BA = S
−1DBDAS
and since DA and DB are diagonal matrices, then commute and hence so do A and
B.
Proposition 2.7. If n is prime, A is a non-scalar element of the algebra of generic
matrices, then all eigenvalues of A are pairwise different.
Proposition 2.7 implies following results.
Proposition 2.8. The set of all generic matrices commuting with A are diagonal-
izable with A simultaneously in the same eigenvectors basis as A.
If A is a non-scalar matrix, then we have following.
Proposition 2.9. A is a non-scalar element of the algebra of generic matrices
k{X}, then every eigenvalue of A is transcendental over k.
3 Centralizers are integrally closed
3.1 Invariant theory of generic matrices
In this subsection, we will try to review some useful facts in the invariant theory of
generic matrices.
Consider the algebra An,s of s-generated generic matrices of order n over the
ground field k. Let aℓ = (a
ℓ
ij), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s be its generators. Let
R = k[aℓij ] be the ring of entries coefficients. Consider an action of matrices Mn(k)
on matrices in R by conjugation, namely ϕB : B 7→ MBM
−1. It is well-known
(refer to [7, 8, 10]) that the invariant function on this matrix can be expressed as
a polynomial over traces tr(ai1, . . . , ais). Any invariant on An,s is a polynomial of
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tr(ai1, . . . , ain). Note that the conjugation on B induces an automorphism ϕB of the
ring R. Namely, M(aij)
ℓM−1 = (a′ij
ℓ), and ϕB(M) of R induces automorphism on
Mn(R). And for any x ∈ An,s, we have
ϕB(x) = MxM
−1 = AdM(x).
Consider ϕB(x) = Ad
−1
M ϕM(x). Then any element of the algebra of generic matrices
is invariant under ϕM(x).
When dealing with matrices in characteristic 0, it is useful to think that they
form an algebra with a further unary operation the trace, x 7→ tr(x). One can
formalize this as follows [15]:
Definition 3.1. An algebra with trace is an algebra equipped with an additional
trace structure, that is a linear map tr : R→ R satisfying the following properties
tr(ab) = tr(ba), a tr(b) = tr(b)a, tr(tr(a)b) = tr(a) tr(b) for all a, b ∈ R.
There is a well-known fact as follows.
Theorem 3.2. The algebra of generic matrices with trace is an algebra of concomi-
tants, i.e. subalgebra of Mn(R) is an invariant under the action ϕM(x).
This theorem was first proved by C. Procesi in [7] for the ground field k of
characteristic zero. If k is a field of positive characteristic, we have to use not only
traces, but also characteristic polynomials and their linearization (refer to [11, 12]).
Relations between these invariants are discovered by A. N. Zubkov [9, 10]. C. de
Concini and C. Procesi also generalized a characteristic free approach to invariant
theory [13].
After above discussions, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. Let n be a prime number, then the centralizer of A ∈ k{X} is
rationally closed in k{X} and integrally closed in k{X}.
3.2 Proof of centralizers are integral closed
In this subsection, we want to prove that the centralizer C is integrally closed. But
first please let us take a walk through the subject.
Let k as before be our ground field and let X ′ = {x′1, · · · , x
′
n} be a set of non-
commuting variables, which may or may not be finite. Let us denote by k〈〈X ′〉〉 the
k-algebra of formal series. Cohn [5] proved that if f ∈ k〈〈X ′〉〉 is not a constant, then
C(f ; k〈〈X ′〉〉) = k[[ℓ]] for some formal series ℓ, where k[[ℓ]] stands for the ring of the
formal power series in ℓ. Which is known as Cohn’s centralizer theorem. By Cohn’s
centralizer theorem, the centralizer of every nonconstant element in k〈〈X ′〉〉 is com-
mutative and since k〈X ′〉 is a k-subalgebra of Fˆs, the centralizer of a nonconstant
element of k〈X ′〉 will be commutative as well.
Bergman proved that if f ∈ k〈X ′〉 is not constant, then C(f ; k〈X ′〉) is integrally
closed. He used this result to prove that C(f ; k〈X ′〉) = k[ℓ] for some h ∈ k〈X ′〉.
Which is called Bergman’s centralizer theorem and has been reproved in [1] by using
the quantization methods and the generic matrices.
Here we will prove the almost analog results for the free associative algebra Fs
by using the generic matrices technique based on our previous work [1].
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Theorem 3.4. The centralizer C of non-trivial element f in the free associative
algebra is integrally closed.
Let h = gk ∈ Fs \ k, then the reduction h = π(h) mod T -ideal of generic
matrices with big enough prime order s := p. We note that h has pairwise different
eigenvalues if n is prime and it can be diagonalized over some extension. In the
same basis, g = π(g) can be diagonalized, and its eigenvalues are the r-th roots
of eigenvalues of h. And hence, it commutes with every element which can be
diagonalized in this basis. In particular, it commutes with f .
There is a well-known fact which follows from the invariant theory such that the
algebra of generic matrices with trace is integrally closed. Because it is an algebra
of concomitants with respect to conjugations.
We know that the integral closure of centralizer is isomorphic to k[g] due to
Lu¨roth theorem. Consider g = π(g). Then g belongs to algebra of generic matrices
with trace. We have to prove that g in fact belongs to the algebra of generic matrices
without trace.
Definition 3.5 (Local isomorphism). Let A be an algebra with generators a1, . . . , as
homogeneous respect this set of generators, and let A′ be an algebra with generators
a′1, . . . , a
′
s homogeneous respect this set of generators. We say that A and A
′ are
locally L-isomorphic if there exist a linear map ϕ : ai → a
′
i on the space of monomials
of degree ≤ 2L, and in this case for any two elements b1, b2 ∈ A with highest term
of degree ≤ L, we have
bi =
∑
j
Mij(a1, . . . , as), b
′
i =
∑
j
Mij(a
′
1, . . . , a
′
s),
where Mij are monomials, and for b = b1 · b2, b
′ = b′1 · b
′
2, we have ϕ(b) = b
′.
We need following lemmas, and propositions:
Lemma 3.6 (Local isomorphism lemma). For any L, if s is big enough prime, then
the algebra of generic upper triangular matrices Us is locally L-isomorphic to the
free associative algebra. Also reduction on the algebra of generic matrices of degree
n provides an isomorphism up to degree ≤ 2s.
Let us remind a well-known and useful fact.
Proposition 3.7. The trace of every element in Us of any characteristic is zero.
In fact, we also prove
Proposition 3.8. If n > n(L), then the algebra of generic matrices (without traces)
is L-locally integrally closed.
Lemma 3.9. Consider the projection π of the algebra of generic matrices with trace
to Us, sending all traces to zero. Then we have
π(g)k = π(h).
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Consider the local bijection ρ from lemma 3.6. If s is big
enough, then we have ρ−1(h) and ρ−1(g) satisfies
ρ−1(h) = ρ−1(g)k.
Consider π(ρ−1(g)) = g and π(ρ−1(h)) = h, since h = gk, π(h) = h. Hence h = h
and then g belongs to the free associative algebra.
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4 Proof of Bergman’s centralizer theorem
From last two sections, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 4.1. Let p be a big enough prime number, and k{X} the algebra of
generic matrices of order p. For any A ∈ k{X}, the centralizer of A is rationally
closed and integrally closed in k{X} over the center of k{X}.
In our previous paper [1], we establish that the centralizer in the algebra of
generic matrices is a commutative ring of transcendence degree one. According to
Proposition 4.1, C(A) is rationally closed and integrally closed in k{X}. If p is big
enough, then k{X} is L-locally integrally closed.
Now we need one fact from the Bergman’s paper [2]. Let X be a totally ordered
set,W be the free semigroup with identity 1 on set X . We have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2 (Bergman). Let u, v ∈ W \ {1}. If u∞ > v∞, then we have u∞ >
(uv)∞ > (vu)∞ > v∞.
Proof (Bergman). It suffices to show that the whole inequality is implied by (uv)∞ >
(vu)∞. Suppose (uv)∞ > (vu)∞, then we have following
(vu)∞ = v(uv)∞ > v(vu)∞ = v2(uv)∞ > v2(vu)∞ = · · · v∞.
Similarly, we obtain (uv)∞ < u∞.
Similarly, we also have inequalities with ”≥” replaced by ”=” or ”≤”.
Similar constructions are used in [6] for Burnside type problems or the hight
theorem by Shirshov.
Now let R be the semigroup algebra on W over field k, i.e. R = Fs is the free
associative algebra. Consider z ∈ W be an infinite period word, and we denote R(z)
be the k-subspace of R generated by words u such that u = 1 or u∞ ≤ z. Let I(z)
be the k-subspace spanned by words u such that u 6= 1 and u∞ < z. Using Lemma
4.2, we can get that R(z) is a subring of R and Iz is a two-sided ideal in R(z). It
follows that R(z)/I(z) will be isomorphic to a polynomial ring k[v].
Proposition 4.3 (Bergman). If C 6= k is a finitely generated subalgebra of Fs, then
there is a homomorphism f of C in to polynomial algebra over k in one variable,
such that f(C) 6= k.
Proof (Bergman). First let us totally order X . Let G be a finite set of generators
for C and let z be maximum over all monomials u 6= 1 with nonzero coefficient in
elements of G of u∞. Then we have G ⊆ R(z) and hence C ⊆ R(z), and the quotient
map f : R(z) → R(z)/I(z) ∼= k[v] is nontrivial on C.
Now we can finish the proof of Bergman’s centralizer theorem. Consider
homomorphism from the Proposition 4.3. Because C is centralizer of Fs, it has
transcendence degree 1. Consider homomorphism ρ send C to the ring of polynomial.
The homomorphism has kernel zero, otherwise ρ(C) will have smaller transcendence
degree. Note that C is integrally closed and finitely generated, hence it can be
embedded into polynomial ring of one indeterminate. Since C is integrally closed,
it is isomorphic to polynomial ring of one indeterminate. 
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Consider the set of system of Cℓ, ℓ-generated subring of C such that C = ∪ℓCℓ.
Let Cℓ be the integral closure of Cℓ. Consider set of embedding of Cℓ to ring of
polynomial, then Cℓ are integral closure of those images, Cℓ = k[zℓ], where zℓ belongs
to the integral closure of Cℓ. Consider sequence of zℓ. Because k[zℓ] ⊆ k[zℓ+1], and
degree of zℓ+1 is strictly less than the degree of zℓ. Hence this sequence stabilizes
for some element x. Then k[z] is the needed centralizer. 
5 On the rationality of generic matrices division
rings subfields of transcendence degree one
In this section, we will discuss some approaches to the following open problem.
Problem 5.1. Consider the algebra of generic matrices k{X} of order s. Consider
Frac(k{X}), and K a subfield of Frac(k{X}) of transcendence degree one over the
base field k. Is it true that K is isomorphic to a rational function over k, namely
K ∼= k(t)?
Let k{X} be the algebra of generic matrices of a big enough prime order s :=
p. Let Λ be the diagonal generic matrix Λ = diag (λ1, . . . , λs) in k{X}, where
transcendence degrees satisfy in Trdeg k[λi] = 1. Let N be another generic matrix,
whose coefficients are algebraically independent from λ1, . . . , λs. It means that if R
is a ring of all coefficients of N , with Trdeg(R) = s2, then
TrdegR[λ1, . . . , λs] = s
2 + Trdeg k[λ1, . . . , λs].
Proposition 5.2. We consider the conjugation of generic matrices f and g.
a) Let k[fij ] be a commutative ring , and I = 〈f1i〉⊳ k[fij ] (i > 1) be an ideal of
k[fij ]. Then we have k[f11] ∩ I = 0.
b) Let k[fij , gij] be a commutative ring, and J = 〈f1j , g1j〉 ⊳ k[fij, gij] (i, j > 1).
For any algebraic function P satisfies P (f11, g11) = 0, which means f, g are
algebraic dependent on the e1, then k[f11, g11] ∩ J = 0.
Corollary 5.3. Let A be an algebra of generic matrices generated by a1, . . . , as, as+1.
Let f ∈ k[a1, . . . , as], ϕ = as+1fa
−1
s+1. Let I = 〈ϕ1i〉⊳ k[a1, . . . , as+1]. Then k[ϕ11] ∩
I = 0.
Proof. Note that f = τΛτ−1 for some τ and a diagonal matrix Λ by proposition 5.2.
Then ϕ = (an+1τ)Λ(an+1τ)
−1 and we can treat (an+1τ) as a generic matrix.
Theorem 5.4. Let C := C(f ;Fn) be the centralizer ring of f ∈ Fn \ k. C is the
reduction of generic matrices, and C is the reduction on first eigenvalue action.
Then C ∼= C.
Proof. Let us recall that we already have C ∼= C in [1]. If we have P (g1, g2) =
0, then clearly P (λ1(g1), λ2(g2)) = 0 in the reduction on first eigenvalue action.
Suppose P (g1, g2) = 0. Then P (g1, g2) is an element of generic matrices with at
least one zero eigenvalue. Because minimal polynomial is irreducible, that implies
that P (g1, g2) = 0. It means any reduction satisfying λ1 satisfies completely. That
what we want to prove.
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Consider C, for any g = (gij) ∈ C. Investigate g11. Suppose there is a polynomial
P with coefficients in k, such that P (f, g) = 0. We can make a proposition about
intersection of the ideals even sharper.
Let J = 〈f1j , g1j〉 (j > 1) be an ideal of the commutative subalgebra k[fij , gij],
then k[f11, g11] ∩ J = 0.
From the discussion above and the theorem 5.4, we have the following proposi-
tion.
Proposition 5.5.
k[f11, g11] mod J ∼= k[f, g]
Proof. We have mod J matrices from the following form:
f =


λ1 0 . . . 0
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

 , g =


λ2 0 . . . 0
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗


Then for any H(f, g) mod J , we have
f =


H(λ1, λ2) 0 . . . 0
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗


Now we present an approach as follows. Consider k(f, g). Let us extend the
algebra of generic matrices by new matrix T , independent from all others. Consider
conjugation of k(f, g) by T , Tk(f, g)T−1, and consider f˜ = TfT−1 and g˜ = TgT−1.
By Corollary 5.3, we have
P (g11, f11) = 0 mod J.
On the other hand, we have
k[f11, g11] ∩ J = 0,
which means that
P (f11, g11) = 0 mod J.
Put f11 and g11 be polynomial over commutative ring generated by all entries of
k[f, g] and T . Hence Frac(k(f, g)) can be embedded into fractional field of rings
of polynomials. According to Lu¨roth theorem, Frac(k(f, g)) (hence Frac(C)) is
isomorphic to fields of rational functions in one variable.
This will not guarantee rationality of our field, and there are counter examples in
this situation. However, this approach seems to be useful for highest term analysis.
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